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This paper is devoted to the study of various carbon-based nanomaterials as photoacoustic contrast
agents. The research work was performed on agarose-based tissue phantom containing inclusions with and
without carbon-based nanomaterials. The inclusion was created with the higher density compared to phantom in order to simulate a tumor. A specially designed photoacoustic probe was introduced for measuring a
level of photoacoustic signal and its enhancement caused by the nanoinclusions presence. The probe consists of a buffer for time separation of the signal coming from the excitation source, piezoelectric transducer, and amplifier. A point-by-point measurement of the signal was performed to obtain a two-dimensional
map from magnitude of photoacoustic signal and phase delay of the signal registration. From phase delay
the 3D photoacoustic images were reconstructed by evaluation of the depth coordinate based on the tissue
sound velocity. As an excitation source the light radiation from Nd:YAG laser with a 16 ns pulse duration
and a 1064 nm wavelength was used. Firstly, we considered tissue phantom with a tumor covered by graphene oxide as a reference one. It has been shown that the use of graphene oxide leads to significant improvement of the image contrast. Further, the tumors labelled with nanodiamonds (NDs) and carbon
fluoroxide (CFO) nanoparticles (NPs) were studied systematically. Amplitude of the photoacoustic signals
registered from such tumor phantoms are one order of magnitude lower than the signal ensured by graphene oxide. All three types of the studied carbon-based nanomaterials (GO, NDs, CFO) give stable photoacoustic signal, this allows to consider them as good candidates for further in-vitro experiments in photoacoustic imaging for biological applications. The dependences of the signal level as a function of the NPs
concentration were measured for types of NPs. Considering much more efficient penetration of NDs and
CFO NPs inside the cells as well as their extremely low cytotoxicity, these both types of carbon nanomaterials could be used for further in-vivo experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optical imaging is one of the main tools for visualization in medicine, which is based on interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a studied object. The advantage of optical techniques is the relatively high resolution (1-10 m) which increases with decrease in wavelength. However, strong optical absorption of biological
tissues in the range of short wavelengths is a crucial
limitation. An optimal spectral range corresponds to
near-infrared region, but in this region strong light scattering leads to significant reduction of optical image
quality especially for the objects localized at depths
larger than the scattering length (~ 3 cm). On the other
hand, ultrasound imaging based on propagation of
acoustic waves in bio-tissues can overcome this limitation. The ultrasound imaging quality is poorer and less
resolved in comparison with optical one. The photoacoustic tomography aims to use the advantages of both
optical and ultrasound imaging approaches [1, 2].
2077-6772/2020/12(4)04033(6)

Photoacoustic effect is a generation of pressure perturbations in a media as a result of interaction of the
media with modulated intensity electromagnetic radiation. The main mechanism of the photoacoustic transformation is based on the heating of the media because
of non-radiative relaxation of photoexcited excitations
which is followed by the thermoselastic expansion of
the media. It should be emphasized that the significant
advantage of photoacoustic technique is the sensitivity
only to absorbed portion of electromagnetic radiation.
Let us note that the study of photoacoustic phenomena
in multiphase systems is a complicated issue [3-5].
As it was mentioned above, the absorption coefficient
of biological tissues for the near-infrared wavelengths
and their corresponding photoacoustic responses is rather low. The use of nanoparticles (NPs) as contrast
agents significantly improves photoacoustic imaging [6]
and allows to perform a deeper imaging within the tissue with enhanced contrast. The good choice corresponds
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to the NPs with peak absorption in the NIR range,
where optical attenuation by tissues is relatively low.
Additionally, nanomaterials due to their excellent biocompatibility provide a versatile platform for theranostics
to perform simultaneous therapy and diagnostics [7].
Carbon nanomaterials have significant therapeutic
potential because of their biocompatibility, low toxicity,
easy penetration inside living cells, photoluminescence
features [8]. Furthermore, most of carbon nanomaterials
possess strong absorption in the infrared or near infrared regions, which is useful for photothermal therapy of
cancer [9, 10]. In the biomedical field, carbon nanomaterials were highly anticipated to provide unique and
new opportunities for the development of novel biosensors, nanocarriers for drug delivery, cell imaging and
photo-therapy treatment of cancer [11, 12].
The study of efficiency of various NPs as contrast
agents in phantom tissues is an important preliminary
step for the following in-vivo diagnostics [13, 14]. Additionally, such phantoms allow testing and optimization
of new methods in a controlled way, comparing performances of photoacoustic imaging, ultrasound systems
as well as to assist in the development of new acoustic,
ultrasound transducers, systems or diagnostic techniques. A large number of phantoms were already developed to mimic optical and acoustic properties of biological tissues [15]. In particular, agarose gel is widely
used as a phantom of human tissue because its elastic
characteristics are similar to those of human body [16].
Our paper is devoted to the study of different carbonbased nanomaterials as photoacoustic sensitizers. More
specifically, we consider nanodiamonds (NDs) and carbon
fluorooxide (CFO) NPs. Additionally, graphene oxide (GO)
contrast agent was used for reference measurements.
We have fabricated an agarose-based tissue phantom
with inclusions of a higher density to mimic a tumor
site. The inclusion was covered by nano-carbon materials before its incorporation inside the tissue phantoms.
3D photoacoustic tomography of the inclusion with and
without carbon nanomaterials was performed to estimate the level of image contrast improvement.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1

Sample Preparation

In our work, gels with 2 w/v % agarose concentrations were prepared to mimic a soft tissue [17]. Three
types of agarose-based phantom samples were prepared
for our measurements: (i) homogenous tissue phantom;
(ii) tissue phantom with tumor; (iii) tissue phantom
with tumor covered by carbon nanomaterials. Tissue
phantom and tumor were fabricated from agarose gel.
Density difference of the inclusions and the phantom
were set by variation of concentration of agarose powder, and it was around 30 %. Size of bulk inclusions
5  3 mm, 10  6 mm, 20  10 mm should correspond to
cancer sites at different development state of the cancer. Schematically, a series of the fabricated phantom
samples is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Schemes of phantoms fabrication procedure are
shown in Fig 2. The first step includes tumor fabrication (Fig 2a). For this purpose, agarose powder (A9539,
Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in water heated to 95 C
and stirred for 20 min. Concentration of agarose pow-

der in gel was about 2 wt. %. The solution was poured
into a mold to perform inclusion with a desired shape.
Then, it was left for cooling and solidification for 2 h at
room temperature. After that, inclusions were removed
from the mold.

Fig. 1 – Series of heterogeneous tissue phantoms

a

b

c
Fig. 2 – Schemes of tissue phantom fabrication: (a) tumor fabrication; (b) covering of tumor by nanomaterials; (c) incorporation
of tumor in tissue phantom

During the next step, the covering of the tumor by
nanomaterials (Fig. 2b) was performed. As it was mentioned previously, we studied efficiency of GO, NDs and
CFO as photoacoustic sensitizers. The structure of the
selected objects is fundamentally different: (i) CFO has
a molecular nature (high molecular compound); (ii) GO
is a 2D nanomaterial; (iii) NDs are 3D nanocrystals.
GO water dispersion was bought in the stock Graphenea [18]. NDs were synthesized by controlled method of Light Hydro-Dynamic Pulse (LHDP) and characterized in [19]. The surface of NDs was chemically modified in a mixture of inorganic acids to replace diverse
radicals by hydroxyl functional surface groups. Then, to
provide better disaggregation and colloidal stability,
NDs were heated at 420 C for 1 h and dispersed in
water by a simple stirring (without using any surfactant) and additionally ultrasonicated in a bath-type
system. The basic properties and procedure of CFO
solution preparation were described in detail in [20].
Concentration range of the nanomaterials in solution
was about 0.01-1 mg/ml. Thus, inclusions were added to
the prepared solutions with fixed concentration and left
for 12 h. After this time, the inclusions were removed
from the solution and left to dry for 30 min.
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Finally, the third step was the incorporation of the
tumor in a tissue phantom (Fig 2c). The inclusions were
incorporated in agarose gel (concentration is equal to
1.5 wt.%) and left for cooling and solidification for 12 h
at room temperature. The thickness of final tissue
phantoms is about 20 mm. Photos of fabricated tissue
phantom with tumor without contrast agents (a); tumor
covered by NDs (b); tumor covered by CFO (c); tumor
covered by GO (d) are shown in Fig. 3.

acoustic signal (A) was measured point by point with 2D
x-y stage. The scanning area was about 12  12 mm with
a step of 250 m. The third (z) coordinate was reconstructed by measuring the times of arrival of the ultrasound waves at the studied sample with the use of previously determined speed of sound in phantom tissue.

a

a

b

b

c

d

Fig. 3 – Photos of fabricated tissue phantoms with tumor: (a) without contrast agents; (b) tumor covered by NDs; (c) tumor covered
by CFO; (d) tumor covered by GO. Concentration of carbon nanomaterials for all tissue phantoms is equal to 0.1 mg/ml

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
3.1

Excitation

The sketch of the used experimental setup is shown
schematically in Fig. 4. The light radiation from a
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with a 16 ns pulse duration
and a 1064 nm wavelength was used as an excitation
source. Pulse energy was tuned by filters to avoid any
sample damage. The intensity of the laser beam was
controlled with a photodiode and laser fluency was
equal to 300 mJ/cm2. The diameter of laser beam focusing was approximately equal to 1-2 mm.
3.2

Registration

The beam was directed toward a photoacoustic buffer shown in Fig. 4a. The photoacoustic buffer consists of
a transparent buffer (30 mm thick glass piece) and a
piezoelectric sensor being in rigid contact with the buffer. The photoacoustic buffer was contacted with tissue
phantom through a transmission gel. The piezoelectric
transducer PIC151 (Piezo Technology) with a ring shape
has outer/inner diameters and thickness equal to 10/
20 mm and 1 mm, respectively, and frequency 2 MHz.
Generated photoacoustic signals were amplified by Tessonics SAP Amplifier and detected by a digital oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 2024B. The final oscillogram was
averaged over 64 pulses. Typical shape of photoacoustic
response from the studied phantom with tumor covered
by nanomaterials is shown in Fig. 4b. To obtain 3D imaging of a sample, peak-to-peak amplitude of the photo-

Fig. 4 – Experimental setup of pulse-induced photoacoustic
response in tissue phantom (a). Typical shape of photoacoustic
response from tissue phantom with tumor covered by GO (concentration is equal to 0.1 mg/ml) (b)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiments were performed for all types of agarosebased phantoms shown in Fig. 1. Photoacoustic measurements were carried out for (i) homogeneous tissue
phantoms without any inclusions and (ii) tissues with
tumor without carbon nanomaterials (Fig. 5). All measurements have three repetitions. It is obvious that level
of acoustic signal for homogeneous samples without
inclusion (a) and for phantoms with inclusions of different sizes (b) is small. It is worth noting that despite the
low level of the signal from considered samples, the
signal registered from tissue phantom with inclusion of
higher agarose density is still distinguishable bigger.
These experimental facts additionally confirm the necessity of the introduction of contrast agents inside
tissue phantoms to increase the amplitude of the detected photoacoustic signal.
We have measured photoacoustic signals for phantoms with the same inclusion size, but for different concentrations of GO to obtain a calibration dependence of
signal amplitude on the concentration of NPs that cover
the tumor. Thus, Fig. 6 compares averaged photoacoustic responses for heterogeneous tissue phantoms with
various concentrations of NPs.
Calibration dependence of amplitude of photoacoustic signal on the concentration of NPs, which cover the
tumor, is represented in Fig. 7. The range of concentration of GO is equal to 0.001-0.1 mg/ml. As one can see,
an experimental dependence is linear. Thus, by measuring the signal level, we can evaluate the concentration of NPs which are present in the sample.
After that, photoacoustic measurements of cancer
tissues with carbon nanomaterials (GO, Graphenea)
were performed. The concentration of GO is equal to
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0.025 mg/ml. Fig. 8 demonstrates typical photoacoustic
signal for tissue phantoms with different size of tumors
covered by NPs. Amplitude of signals for all sizes of tumor inclusions has approximately the same level. It also
should be noted, that since the inclusions are in a
healthy phantom at different depths due to their various sizes, then the photoacoustic response should arrive
with a delay. This feature is clearly observed experimentally (Fig. 8). Particularly, in the case of the smallest switch-on size, the photoacoustic response is recorded approximately in 12 s, while the signal for the largest bulk inclusions arrives approximately in 10 s after
the laser pulse irradiation.
These features allow us to construct 3D images of
heterogeneous tissue phantoms with inclusions covered
with various carbon nanomaterials.

Fig. 7 – Experimental dependence of the signal amplitude on
the concentration of GO which covers the tumor. Solid line is
the linear approximation of experimental data

Fig. 8 – Typical photoacoustic signal for tissue phantoms with
tumor covered by GO with the same concentration

a

b
Fig. 5 – Fragment of oscillogram of photoacoustic measurements
for a homogenous tissue phantom (a) and a tissue phantom with
different size of tumor, but without contrast agents (b)

Fig. 6 – Typical photoacoustic signal for tissue phantoms with
tumor covered by GO with different concentrations

Fig. 9 – Amplitude of photoacoustic responses for agarose-based
phantom tissues with tumor covered by carbon nanomaterials
with different concentration. The selected area shows the concentration of nanomaterials that were selected for reconstruction of 3D images

Since, a level of acoustical signal is small for a homogenous tissue phantom and a tissue phantom with
tumor and without contrast agents, 3D tomographies
were reconstructed for tissue phantom with tumor covered by carbon nanomaterials.
Firstly, peak-to-peak averaged amplitude of the photoacoustic signal was measured for several concentrations of carbon NPs varying in the range 0.01 mg/ml to
1 mg/ml. Fig. 9 shows an experimental increase in amplitude with an increase in concentration of various photoacoustic contrast agents. GO leads to more important
enhancement of the photoacoustic response in comparison with NDs and CFO. Therefore, tissue phantom with
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tumor covered by GO is the most preferable candidate
for in-vitro and ex-vivo studies. Nevertheless, degree of
toxicity and typical size of the GO NPs (~ 600 nm) are
not really suitable for in-vivo experiments.
Fig. 10 demonstrates reconstructed 3D photoacoustic
tomography of the tissue phantom with tumor covered
by GO (concentration is equal to 0.05 mg/ml). As seen in
Fig. 10, the experimental 3D imaging fully agrees with
real photo (Fig. 3d). Particularly, GO is mainly concentrated in the center of the phantom tumor, which corresponds to the maximum photoacoustic signal amplitude.
It should be mentioned that the signals detected from
the different phantom tumors covered with GO with the
same concentration have the same amplitude.
The images of tissue phantoms with tumor covered
by NDs and CFO were also reconstructed (Fig. 11). As
one can state from the figure, the signal level is one order of magnitude less compared to the case of GO. On
the other hand, the experimental amplitude is quite
sufficient to record a stable laser ultrasound signal with
an excellent repeatability.
Since all three types of the studied nanomaterials (GO,
NDs, CFO) give stable photoacoustic responses, this
allows to consider them as excellent candidates for further experiments in photoacoustic imaging of biological
objects. Despite the fact that the use of GO ensures the
highest amplitude of the photoacoustic signal and the
better visual contrast of the phantom tissue images, it is
necessary to take into account various additional factors
(toxicity, cell penetration, clearance rate) for future use
of this kind of nanomaterials for in-vivo experiments.

10 % and 5 % of the response obtained with application
of GO. Nevertheless, even such photoacoustic signals
generated by CFO and NDs are quite sufficient to visualize a tumor phantom at a selected excitation wavelength. In general, all the considered carbon-based nanomaterials are excellent candidates for ex-vivo study.
In our opinion, only NDs and CFO are much more suitable for further in-vivo experiments due to their efficient penetration inside the cells and low cytotoxicity.

a

b
Fig. 11 – 3D reconstruction of tissue phantom with tumor
covered by: (a) NDs; (b) CFO (concentration for the both type
of contrast agents were equal to 0.05 mg/ml)
Fig. 10 – 3D reconstruction of tissue phantom with tumor covered by GO with concentration of 0.05 mg/ml

5. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusions, 3D photoacoustic tomography can be
carried out with the use of nanocarbon-based sensitizers
having different structures: (i) CFO NPs with molecular
nature; (ii) GO as a 2D nanomaterial and (iii) 3D NDs.
GO leads to a more important photoacoustic response in
comparison with NDs and CFO. In particular, for the
case of NDs and CFO covering the tumor, the magnitude of the photoacoustic signals is about, respectively,
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Ця стаття присвячена вивченню різних наноматеріалів на основі вуглецю як фотоакустичних контрастних речовин. Дослідницька робота проводилася на фантомі тканини на основі агарози, що містить
включення з карбоновими наноматеріалами та без них. Включення було створено з більш високою густиною порівняно з фантомом з метою імітування пухлини. Для вимірювання рівня фотоакустичного
сигналу та його підсилення, спричиненого наявністю нановключень, було використано спеціально розроблений фотоакустичний зонд. Зонд складається з буфера для часового розділення сигналу, що надходить від джерела збудження, п'єзоелектричного перетворювача та підсилювача. Точкові вимірювання сигналу проводилися для отримання двовимірної карти величини фотоакустичного сигналу та фазової затримки реєстрації сигналу. На основі затримки фази реконструювали фотоакустичні 3D зображення шляхом оцінки координати глибини на основі швидкості звуку в тканині. Як джерело збудження було використано світлове випромінювання від Nd:YAG лазера з тривалістю імпульсу 16 нс та довжиною хвилі 1064 нм. По-перше, ми розглядали тканинний фантом із пухлиною, покритою оксидом
графена (GO) в якості контрольного. Показано, що використання GO призводить до значного поліпшення контрасту зображення. Далі систематично вивчалися пухлини, покриті нанодіамантами (NDs)
та наночастинками фтороксиду вуглецю (CFO). Амплітуда фотоакустичних сигналів, зареєстрованих
від таких фантомів пухлини, на порядок менша, ніж сигнал, одержуваний від GO. Всі три типи досліджуваних наноматеріалів на основі вуглецю (GO, NDs, CFO) дають стабільний фотоакустичний сигнал,
що дозволяє вважати їх хорошими кандидатами для подальших експериментів in vitro у фотоакустичній візуалізації для біологічних застосувань. Залежності рівня сигналу від концентрації наночастинок
вимірювали для окремих типів наночастинок. Враховуючи набагато ефективніше проникнення NDs та
CFO наночастинок всередину клітин, а також їх надзвичайно низьку цитотоксичність, ці обидва типи
вуглецевих наноматеріалів можуть бути використані для подальших експериментів in vivo.
Ключові слова: Вуглецеві наноматеріали, Фантоми тканин, 3D-зображення, Фотоакустична томографія.
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